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INTRODUCTION AND KEY FINDINGS
The American workforce is rapidly changing, as both employers and employees adjust to the challenges and
opportunities afforded by new technology, such as agile workplaces and automated processes. How we work
is being revolutionized, but are staples like workplace benefits keeping up with employees’ changing needs?
Benefits packages are an important tool in recruitment and retention, a reality that is becoming even more
important in the tight labor market. With that in mind, it’s important for benefits leaders to understand what current
and prospective employees want from a benefits package, as well as ongoing trends in the benefits industry, to
ensure they’re presenting the most attractive options to acquire and keep skilled workers.
We sought to explore these and other issues in a recent survey about the state of workplace benefits. Among the
questions we set out to answer were:
• What types of medical and other benefits are employers currently offering?
• How do employers determine which benefits to offer?
• What are employers looking to gain from the type of benefits they offer?
• How do employers communicate their benefits to their employees?
• What changes do they anticipate in the future of their benefits packages?
The research found that, while employers think benefits can improve recruitment and retention, reduce healthcare
costs and improve employee health, few are actually conducting needs assessments to determine just which
type of benefits packages to offer. Additionally, despite acknowledging some benefits may be more popular with
younger workers, few companies have changed their benefits packages to specifically address millennial needs.
Other major findings include:
• Besides medical plans, the most common benefits employers offer are dental insurance and life insurance.
• Employers weighing additional benefits are most likely to consider student loan repayment, health savings
or flexible spending accounts and pet insurance.
• Organizations largely communicate benefits plans to employees through on-site employee meetings, with
most communication happening annually, around open enrollment.
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BENEFITING FROM BENEFITS
Organizations aim for their employee benefit offerings to address a wide range of goals, both for individual workers
and the business as a whole. Most employers look at benefits as a means to reduce healthcare costs, while
improving health outcomes; however, they are also hoping for benefits to target long-term organizational needs,
such as recruitment and retention. Employers said they want their benefit offerings to:
61.86%
Reduce employer/employee healthcare costs
60.90%
Improve recruitment and retention
54.49%
Improve employee health and overall well-being
38.14%
Increase engagement and productivity
24.36%
Accommodate the needs of multi-generational employees
21.47%
Reduce health-related absences

“

The challenge to

attract and retain top
employees is ever-changing.
Benefits are traditionally
focused on helping
employees with things like
healthcare expenses and
retirement savings. But
new generations of workers
have some different needs.
Younger employees won’t
hesitate to leave a position

Listen to this podcast for tips on how
to provide the benefits workers desire.

for a more attractive offer.
Employers have found that
offering innovative benefits,
such as student loan
repayment assistance, can
keep employees engaged
with their work.” — Ameritas
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EVALUATING THE NEEDS
While employers aim for their benefits packages to address individual needs, such as health and productivity,
most aren’t taking stock of what their workers want out of their benefits package. When asked if their organization
conducts a benefits needs assessment, respondents replied:

No

12.15%

Yes
Not sure

27.41%
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60.44%

ANNUAL ANALYSIS
Of those companies that do use formal employee feedback to modify benefits offerings, most collect such
information on an annual basis. Needs assessments are conducted:
48.28%
Annually
31.03%
Every two years
10.34%
Every three years
6.90%
Other
3.45%
Every four years or more

“

Many employers

have six generations
of employees working
alongside each other. They
all have different benefits
and salary expectations.
While employers probably
cannot provide everything

Learn how to create a benefits
strategy that fits your business.

employees want, they
can survey workers to
assess the benefits and
rewards that employees
value most. Then it’s a
matter of prioritizing
preferences, developing a
budget and presenting a
solid recommendation to
senior-level executives.”
— Ameritas
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HEALTH PLANS IN FOCUS
When designing benefits packages, one of the biggest questions employers face is what type of health
plan to offer employees. Many employers offer more than one plan option, including:
73.70%
PPO
41.88%
HDHP
39.29%
HMO
12.99%
POS
5.52%
None
4.22%
Other
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MEDICAL IS JUST THE START
Medical plans are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the benefits that employers offer. From traditional
options to innovative new add-ons, organizations are building well-rounded packages to entice and retain
employees. The following are the most common benefits:
88.12%
Life insurance
88.12%
Dental insurance
79.21%
Disability
78.88%
Retirement
73.93%
Vision/LASIK
72.61%
HSA/flexible spending account
47.52%
Prescription discounts
22.11%
Transportation/parking
18.15%
Hearing care
16.17%
Pre-paid legal
12.21%
Pet insurance
10.89%
Student loan repayment/college savings plans
12.21%
Other
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A CHANGING LANDSCAPE
Overall, organizations have made some major changes to their approaches to benefits in the last decade, from
program funding to the types of benefits offered. According to respondents, they:
42.45%
Increased the benefits budget to make benefits richer
31.29%
Began to pay less of the premium cost
25.18%
Began to pay more of the premium cost
23.38%
Added value-add benefits
19.06%
Took another action
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BENEFITS FOR A MULTI-GENERATIONAL WORKFORCE
Employers are increasingly faced with building benefits for a diverse workforce, which includes multi-generational
employees who may want different things from their benefits plans. Benefits that employers thought were most
important to their overall employee population were:

1

Retirement

2

Dental Insurance

3

Prescription Insurance

When it comes to millennial employees, employers predicted such workers most value:
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1

Student loan repayment/college

2

Retirement

3

Dental Insurance

MAKING ROOM FOR MILLENNIALS?
When discussing the future of the workplace, many benefits leaders have likely encountered
questions about how to attract and retain millennial workers. While employers may acknowledge
that millennial workers have different benefits needs, our research shows few are tailoring benefits
to younger employees. In the past 12 to 18 months, employers said they took the following steps to
address millennial needs:

Increased benefits options

22.57%
74.30%

3.13%

Eliminated certain benefits
Made no change

Of those that anticipated making changes in the next 12 to 18 months, the most common benefits
they expected to add were:
9.66%
Student loan repayment/college savings plans
8.70%
Pet insurance
8.61%
HSA/flexible spending accounts
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COMMUNICATING WITH YOUR WORKFORCE
While benefits needs may vary among different demographics of workers, education about such benefits
is largely uniform. When asked if they customize communication about benefits packages to different
demographics of workers, employers said:

7.24%
No

15.52%

Yes
Not sure

77.24%
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MULTIPLE WAYS OF MESSAGING
There are many ways to communicate in the workplace—in person, through phone or email and, more recently,
text and chatbots—and all of them are playing a role in how employers are communicating their benefits plans to
employees. The most common messaging routes benefits professionals use to inform employees of their plans are:

80.84%
On-site meetings
67.60%
Posting materials to the website/corporate portal
62.02%
Distributing materials in the office
61.67%
Emailing materials
46.34%
Mailing materials to employees’ homes
5.92%
Social media
3.14%
Other		
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OPEN ENROLLMENT WINS OUT
Most benefits professionals communicate with employees about their benefits just once each year,
at enrollment time. Respondents said they communicate with employees and their dependents
about benefits:

55.02%
Annually, around open enrollment
25.26%
Quarterly
10.03%
Monthly
9.69%
Other

“

Benefits are

complicated. Employees
struggle to understand
their plans and how to use
their coverage options.
Employers can simplify

Learn about 10 keys for effective
benefits communication.

employee benefits by
investing a small fraction
of the cost of benefits to
communicate benefits
information to employees
year-round. This strategy
will dramatically improve
employee experiences with
their benefits and keep them
happier and more engaged.”
— Ameritas
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ABOUT THIS E-BOOK
The State of Workplace Benefits is based on research undertaken by Human Resource Executive®
in coordination with Ameritas in March 2018. More than 350 HR and benefits professionals at
companies representing a range of industries participated.
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